Articles A and An

A. Directions: Read the sentences and decide whether to use the articles a or an in the blanks.

1. Get _____ piece of paper.

2. Use _____ orange crayon to draw _____ line down the middle of the paper.

3. Then use _____ orange crayon to draw a line across the middle of the paper. You now have four boxes on your paper.

4. Draw _____ elephant in the box at the top on the left side of the paper.

5. Draw _____ egg in the box at the top on the right side.

6. Draw _____ airplane in the box at the bottom on the left side of the paper.

7. Draw _____ house in the box at the bottom on the right side.

B. Directions: Write two sentences. Use the article a in one sentence and the article an in the other sentence.

1. Example: I have an apple in my lunch.

2. Example: A black dog barked at my cat.